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ABSTRACT

DEVONE. ANDERSON. Joss Whcdon's Dollhouse and the Posthuman Hero's Tale in
the Television Narrative. (Under the direction of DR. CHRISTINA HICKS-

GOLDSTON).

This research applies the elements of the mythic hero 's journey shared across the lore of
multiple cultures as outlined in Joseph Campbell ' s The Hero with a Thousand Faces to a
digital-age television narrative to show the ways in which these television narratives map
out a path to individuation in the context of today's techno logy. Joss Whedon ' s
Doilhouse was analyzed with a three-level model using a mytho logical approach within a
framework ofposthuman theory. The analyses revealed that the narrative studied does
follow the form of the mythic hero's tale, and that other mythological and posthumanist
themes are present to provide context for the digital age. These narratives are relevant to
the ways in which humanity seeks individuation amongst ubiquitous technologies such as
the Internet and computer mediated communications. The researcher discusses online
identity, physiological effects, and the benefits of the television medium for these
purposes. The research concludes that ( t) Posthuman heroes achieve individuation just as
the heroes of myth did, by transfom1ing themselves through the stages of the hero's
journey, (2) As in mythology, posthuman heroes' j0l1meys serve as a template for the
achievement of individuation in the digital age; and (3) The posthuman television
narrative reflects the digital age transfomrntion of humanity through computer-mediated
communication and the Internet.
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Running Head: DOLLHOUSE AND THE POSTHUMAN HERO'S TALE
CHAPTER!
Introduction
The hero ' s narrative has long formed the backbone of cultural tales, myths and
legends. In the decades surrounding the turn of the twenty-first century, leaps in the
advance of digital technology, specifically in computer mediated communication and
Internet uses, coincided with an increase in the number of sc ience fiction and fantasy
series on broadcast television. This research examined the posthuman protagonist's
narrative in early 21st century television series by exploring the following questions: (I)
How do posthuman heroes achieve individuation? (2) How does humanity, in a digitally
"plugged in" culture, achieve individuation? and (3) How does the former relate to the
latter? The research applied a narrative analysis based on the writings of Joseph
Campbell within a framework of posthumanist cu ltural theory to Joss Whedon's
Dollhouse, a li ve-action science fiction series aired in the United States between February

2009 and January 2010.
This paper discusses the ways in which the posthuman hero's narrative as
portrayed in the digital age television series serves as a reflection of a cultural reaction to
advances in digital technology and computer mediated communication, and its
implications on the definitions of identity and humanity. Early in the 2 1st century,
viewers were introduced to an archetypal protagonist who exhibited elements of the
posthuman. N. Katherine Hayles wrote, "As we accelerate into the new millennium,
questions about the posthuman become increasingly urgent. Nowhe re are these questions
explored more passionately than in contemporary speculative fiction" {I 999, p. 247). The
decades surrounding the year in which Dolihouse aired are important for the study of
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communication, signify ing a global cultural shift in computer mediated communication,
particularly social media. This development is a fascinating subject, and is reflected
culturally through popular television narratives and themes. While many television series
of this time period and genre explore these themes, Dolfhouse is a prime example for

analysis because of the limited run of the series, allowing it to be analyzed as a whole
rather than as a sample of episodes, and because it speaks to the idea of creating an
individuated identity from a multitude of sources. This concept is increasingly important
culturally as the digital lifestyle involves multiple platforms through which personas are
formed. This research proposes that the rise of the posthuman narratives in the primetime television series signifies a cultural shift in perspective regarding the elements that
constitute human identity and the paths to individuation.

Joseph Campbell and The Hero's Journey
Joseph Campbell ( 1904-1987) studied comparative religion and mythology and
found strikingly consistent similarities among the myths and legends of peoples,
regardless of location or era. One of these simi larities is the Hero's Journey. In The Hero

with a Thousand Faces, Campbell outlined the elements of the mythic hero's journey in
three stages (separation, initiation , and return) shared across the lore of multiple and
diverse cultures and times. These elements are as follows: (1) The Call to Adventure, (2)
Refusal of the Call, (3) Supernatural Aid, (4) Crossing of the First Threshold, (5) The
Belly of the Whale, (6) The Road of Trials, (7) The Meeting with the Goddess, (8)
Woman as Temptress, (9) Atonement with the Father, (l0)Apotheosis, (11) The Ultimate
Boon, (12) Refusal of the Return, ( 13) The Magic Flight, (14) Rescue from Without, (15)
The Crossing of the Return Threshold, (16) Master of the Two Worlds, and (17) Freedom
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to Live ( 1949). Campbe ll asserted that there is surpri sing little variation on this
" monomyth" across vastly d iverse civili zations separated by time and geography. He
noted, ·'If one or another of the basic elements of the archetypa l pattern is omitted from a
given fai ry ta le, legend, ritual, or myth, it is bound to be somehow or other implied - and
the o miss ion itse lf can speak vol umes fo r 1he hi story and patho logy of the example"
(I 949, p. 38).

In addition to address ing the specific elemen ts of these sections of the narrative
repeated across ages and cu ltures, Campbe ll also described mytho logica l symbols and
archetypes ( 1949). He argued that the cause of these uncanny sim ilarities in myth is the
shared human unconsc ious of which each culture is a part. One applicat ion of these lies in
the human subject's quest fo r ind ividuation. This paper will show that the construction of
the se lf and ind ividuat ion is a cri tical moti f in the digital age.
In Campbell ' s work , one sees that the disso lutio n of oppos ites, a common theme
in posthuman theory, finds its root in ancient mythology. Yin and yang, thanatos and
eros, and destrudo and libido are presented as paired opposites in myth. Campbell
described deities from many cultures that embody both masculine and fe minine
experience. The yin and yang ofT'ai Yuan ill ustrates the integration of opposites, and
with integrati on comes di ssolution of po larity. In the same vein, the hero and hi s quest
are two sides of the same coin: "The two - the hero and his ultimate god, the seeker and
the fo und - are thus understood as the outside and inside of a single, se lf-mirrored
mystery" (Campbell , I 949, p. 40).
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The Pos thu ma n

Posthuman theory represents a large collection of concepts (much like Humanism
or Postmodemism before it) addressing the concurrent evo lution of humans and the tools
they use. Many elements of Campbell's work are echoed in the literature ofposlhuman
theory, including dissolution of opposites, mortality, and human individuation. One
relevant focus of posthuman research is the application of technoscience and its effects

on both society and the ind ividual. In the narrative of the digital age posthuman hero's
journey, a link between ancient mythology and present-day communication technologies

is exposed.
In d ivid ua tio n

Throughout his lectures and writings, Swiss psychologist Carl G. Jung used the
term "individuation" to denote the "psychological process of achieving individual
who leness" (Campbell, 1972, p. 66). For Campbell, this process is incorporated into the
initiation ritua l analogized in the hero's journey. The concept of indiv iduation and the
constniction of self is a critical theme in the digital age and one that the science fiction
te levision series of this time period seek to explore. In his text Myths to Live By,
Campbe ll attested, "To become - in Jung's terms - individuated, to live as a released
individua l, one has to know how and when to put on and to put off the masks of one's
various life roles" (1972, p. 67). But he went on to write, "The aim of individuation
requires that one should find and then learn to live out of one's own center, in control of
one's for and against" (1972, p. 68). As more and more of one' s identity is pieced
together through computer med iated communication and the use of the Internet and
mobi le devices, how does one reconcile that with the desire to be the master of his or her
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own identity? Though few posthumanist scho lars would look for the answer to this
question in ancient mytho logy, this thesis shows that answer to be found there,
employing a three-tiered analysis that sought mythological int imation, mythological
illustration, and mythological/posthuman innovation in the posthuman television
narrative.
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CHAPTER II
Review of the Literature
A review of the li terature provided both context for the study and the building
blocks fo r the model that was later created to facilitate the narrative analysis. Though
frequently overlapping, the reviewed material can be divided into three categories: the
writings of Joseph Campbell d iscussed previously, posthuman theory literature, and
research into the effects of the internet and computer med iated communication.

Posth uman T heo ry
A broad survey ofposthuman literature, including literature concerning
posthuman fi ct ion theory , consti tuted this segment of the review.

Cyberneti cs. In N. Katherine Hayles' influential text, How We Became
Post human ( 1999), she recorded the history of Cybernet ics, beginning with the post-

World War II Macy conferences. The interdisciplinary conferences worked to define and
advance the fie ld of Cybernetics, and thus began the first of Hayles ' three overlapping
waves of Cybernetic research. In the first, informat ion came to be viewed as disembodied
and then, even superior to the body. In the second, Cybe rnetic theorists began to question
the ro le of the observer. Perception became detached from reality and the concept of
reflexivity moved into a central position. The third wave came to focus on materiality,
emergence, and embod iment of energy and information. Through the course of the text,
she illustrated each wave with an analysis of contemporary fiction that represents the key
concepts. In add itio n to How We Became Posthunwn, the rev iew included other works of
Hayles that deal with the embodied posthuman narrative.
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The Cyborg. In his 1988 interview series with Bill Moyers, Joseph Campbell
called myth "the interface between what can be known and what is never to be
discovered." The interface is a key concept in the idea of the cyborg. Several researchers

have examined the notion that humanity has evolved simultaneously with the tools it
uses, and with the advance of prosthetics and other biological enhancements, the research
has expanded to include posthuman theory. Donna Haraway's 1991 text Simians,
Cyborgs and Women: The Reinvention of Nature was particularly influential in

developing the concept of the Cyborg, specifically, the chapter she titled A Cyborg

Manifesto. In this chapter, Haraway aimed to create "an ironic political myth faithful to
feminism, sociali sm, and materialism" (p. 149). A newly created myth from the
viewpoint of the posthuman theorist provides an excellent springboard for the study of
the posthuman narrative in mythological terms. She implied that myth is used as a tool, as
a technology, referring to told and retold stories as "technologies that write the world" (p.
175). Like other authors of this bent, including Gordon Calleja and Anne Kull, she
addressed topics such as the dissolution of opposites, informatics and communication,
and creating one's own identity in the digital age.
Calleja (2004) explored integrating concepts of Post humanism and
hypertextuality, including Internet culture and cyborg theory. He found evidence showing
that new methods of writing and otherwise using language have effects on cognition. And
Kull (2002) theorized that, as self-interpretation evolves to include the concept of the
cyborg and the co-creator, humans become interested in crossing traditional boundaries
between themselves and nature, constituting a "technonature. " She argued that Haraway 's
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cyborg is an effective model in responding to ontologica l questions about the world and
constructing the se lf.
How does one become the Cyborg? Gallon (20IO) hypothesized that changes in
behavior constitute the only path to transformation. He found evidence to support this
idea by studying behavioral aspects of social media and music, analyzing the behavior of
media as tools, systems, and environments; and the behavior of peop le as users,
participants, and members of systems and env ironments. In a similar study, Toffoletti
(2003) used a posthuman framework to analyze a print advertisement. She discussed
embodiment, virtuality , and transformation of the self, among other ideas. She argued
that digital techno logies have the effect of shifting and expanding these concepts.
Disso lution of Opposi tes. As in Campbell's work in mythology, dissolut ion of
dichotomies plays a key role in posthuman theory . In the hero's journey, these dualities
are often represented by obstacles to be overcome: ''The pairs of opposites (be ing and not
being, life and death, beauty and ugliness, good and evil, and all the other polarities that
bind the faculties to hope and fear. .. are the clashing rocks ... that crush the traveler, but
between which the heroes always pass" (I 949, p. 89). Accord ing to Haraway, "among
these troubli ng dualisms are self/other, mind/body, culture/nature, male/female,
civilized/primitive, reality/appearance, whole/part, agent/resource, maker/made,
act ive/passive, right/wrong, truth/illusion, total/partial, God/man" (199 1, p. 177). Though
most, if not all, of the posthuman theory research reviewed addressed the dissolution of
opposites, perhaps the most comprehensive of these was Robert Peppere ll 's 2003 text,

The Posthuman Condition: Consciousness Beyond the Brain. He argued that, during the
time when relativity theory, quantum physics, and cub ism were first being explored,
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humanity began to view reality and the human perception of reality differently than it had
in the past. This shift influenced communications, media, science, art, literature,
mathematics, phenomenology, and other disciplines. Joining Haraway and others, he
echoed Campbell's notion of the dissolution of opposites. In the third chapter, entitled
Order and Disorder, Continuity and Discontinuity, he also reiterated Hayles' analysis of
Cybernetic themes, including probability theory and the concept of noise versus pattern.
The Mortality Problem. As theology is important to both posthumanist theory
and myth, the review included scholarly articles from posthumanist theologians such as
Elaine Graham, Philip Hefner, and Elizabeth Drescher. Graham (2006) argued that the
idea of personas made in the image of God is relevant to the posthuman discourse. She
questioned whether this idea supported or subverted technological advancements. She
found two themes to be central to her theory: the co-evolution of humanity with the tools
it uses, and human hybridity and interdependence with external stimuli.
Heffner (2002) analyzed two science fiction films with posthuman themes,
focusing on the ways in which identity is shaped by technology and vise-versa. He
determined that survival, pleasure, mortality, and imagination are the drivers behind
technological endeavor and compared the rituals of Christian initiates to virtual reality.
Drescher (2012) studied illness, death, and bereavement in relation to social
media. She paralleled the virtual life after death afforded by social media and other
computer mediated communication platforms to the pro liferation of vampire, zombie, and
undead characters in popular television series. Her research led her to further questions
surrounding the embodiment of the consciousness, and the finality of death in the digital
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age. An interest ing question raised by these studies, and one addressed in this paper, is
that of digital technology as a means to an immortali ty of sorts.

T he Posthuman Narrative. Posthumanism in fiction was another subject of the
review. Mi ller (2005) hypothesized that films and nove ls shape humanity' s anxiety
regarding artificial intelligence and subjectivity. He analyzed three nove ls in depth, and
discussed several films . He concluded that the novels he studied prov ided a fascinated
point of view on the capabilities of computers rather than one ofrevulsion; and that the
fi lms he discussed do perpetuate the idea that computers signal a threat to humanity.
While Hayles' fictive parall els to Cybernetics in How We Became Posthuman
were helpfu l in this section of the review, other articles on the role of the cyborg and
other posthuman concepts in fiction were reviewed as well. In her 2004 article, Print is

Flat, Code is Deep, Hayles advocated media-specific analysis. She argued that texts are
embodied, and should therefore be analyzed with an integrated method that considers
both instantiation and signification, both physical form and narrative content. In

Narrating Consciousness: language, Media and Embodiment (20IO), Hay les and Pulizzi
analyzed two works of fiction with an aim to "reintroduce context and narrative as crucial
factors in the processes of meaning-making" (20 10, p. 131 ), through the lens of second
order cybernetics and autopoietic theory, which, they argued, remains incomplete. They
prov ided a theoretical framework wherein context plays a central role. Similarly, Julie
Hawk's 2010 article, Object 8 and !he Cylon Remainder: Poslhuman Subjectivization in
Battlestar Galactica, offered an analysis of the series' character(s) of the Eight Model and
addressed agency and subject ivity fro m a posthuman perspective. Hawk analyzed the
different ite rat ions of the Eight Mode l characters' personalities and found representations
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of subjectivization, the psychic remainder, and the rejection of opposites that resolve into
posthuman conceptualit ies.
An additional analysis reviewed was Lau ra Shack leford's Subjecl to Change: The

Monstrosity of Media in Shelley Jackson 's Patchwork Girl (2006), in which she analyzed,
from the posthuman media theorist's perspective, a hypertext novel. She explained that
this type of fiction, in itself, symbolizes the posthuman because the story can be crafted
by the reader as he or she bui lds on choices offered by the author.
While the post human narrative in fiction is largely re legated to fa ntasy and
science fiction texts, in his 2008 article, William S. Haney predicted, "As we move from
the contemporary/postmodern to the posthuman as a cultural construct, stories depicting
posthuman experience wi ll no longer be confined to the subgenre of science fiction but
will increasingly extend to all types of short fict ion" (p. 157). Haney examined short
fiction by authors such as James Joyce, Kate Chopin, Wi ll iam Gibson, and Kurt
Vonnegut. He found evidence to support his be lief that the epiphanies experienced by
both characters in and readers of these works are associated with a form of consciousness
that extends across spatial, temporal, and cu ltural boundaries. He compared this to the
abi lity of technology to accompl ish the same effec ts. He argued that cyborg characters
are less likely to encounter mythic experiences in short fiction than the ir strictly human
counterparts.

T he Internet a nd Co mputer Mediated Comm unicat ion
This research presents how the digital age television narrative relates to the
evolution of the internet, virtuali ty, and computer mediated communication. Riva and
Galimberti (2001) hypothesized that the diffusion of the Internet would lead it to fi ll the
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role of a psychosocial space in which to facilitate relationships and the construction of
identity. They argued that, to study the Internet, one must study the communicators who
use it and the ways in which they interact with the system environment. They predicted
that new systems would change the relationships between these two elements.

If one ascribes to the idea that the liberal humanist subject is quickly becoming
(or has become) the cyborg, it has never been so apparent as in the digital age human 's
daily interaction with computers. Scientists and journalists are only now beginning to
report the effects ofa digitally "plugged-in" lifestyle. In the July 16, 2012 issue of
Newsweek, Tony Dokoupil investigated the potential of Internet usage to "rewire" the
human brain. He cited a 2008 study by Gary Small of the UCLA Memory and Aging
Research Center that found "fundamentally altered prefrontal cortexes" among web users
(p. 28), and a Chinese study that found extra nerve cells in the areas of the brain that
control attention and executive function, and gray matter shrinkage in the areas
responsible for speech, memory, motor control, and emotion, among others. Through his
investigation, he found that "The current incarnation of the Internet -portable, social,
accelerated, and all-pervasive - may be making us not just dumber or lonelier but more
depressed and anxious, prone to obsessive-compulsive and attention-deficit disorders,
even outright psychotic" (p. 26). In fact, he noted that the 2013 edition of the Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders will include "Internet Addiction Disorder" for
the first time (p. 27). He reiterated the theme of the cyborg when he confirmed that
Americans spend more time using a computer or mobile digital device than performing
any other activity: "In less than the span ofa single childhood, Americans have merged
with their machines, staring at a screen for at least eight hours a day, more time than we
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spend on any other activity including sleeping" (p. 27). He even called attention to the
"phantom vibration syndrome" reported by many smart phone users. This recent
terminology recalls the phantom limb syndrome experienced by amputees. As such, the
ubiquitous smartphone has now been given the same identity status as a body part. In
March of 2012, a TIME magazine article by Tim Newcomb reported on Nokia's patent

for a ferromagnetic device that could be "tattooed, sprayed , stamped, taped, drawn or
applied as a decal'' to the body and vibrate in conjunction with digital device activity. In

the case of this "vibrating tattoo ," elements of the digital device do, in fact, become body
parts.
Further illustrating the potential biological effects of computer mediated
communication and Internet use, in 2012, Anderson and Rainie published the results of a
Pew Research Center study regarding future effects of the Internet and computer
mediated communication on young people. The survey was administered to technology
experts, asking them to imagine what life is like for teens and young adults in the year
2020 who are "' wired' differently from those over age 35" (Anderson & Rainie, 2012, p.
2). Fifty-five percent of respondents thought that the difference would be advantageous,
and forty-two percent surmised that the constant multitasking of the 2020 teen or young
adult would be detrimental; however, in the open-ended elaboration segment of the
survey, a large number of respondents noted that ifan in-between option had been
granted, that would have been their selection. These and other elaborative comments
well-illustrate the expert predictions on this topic. While some pictured a benevolent step
in human evolution, others bemoaned the loss of attention and depth of thought. Overall,
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they reflect a sense of excitement and anxiety that may prove to be an effect of the

Internet and computer mediated communication.
Marshall McLuhan seems to have predicted the events of the digital age in his
1964 text Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man. McLuhan theorized that media
are extensions of human sensory functions. Additionally, McLuhan provided theories
concerning the ways in which humans interact specifically with television. Of special
interest is his view that television, by its low definition nature, requires participation from
the viewer to "fill-in" the missing pixels. Though McLuhan's 1964 text predates the
Internet as it is known today, his ideas on the uses and effects of television and
automation are uncannily relevant to the study of computer mediated communication.
The Effects of Social Media. Of special interest in the realm of computer
mediated communication is the advent of the social networking platform, which has
become sensationally popular in a very short period of time. In a 2010 study, Kim, Kim,
and Nam sought correlations between personal identity and social media usage. They
posited that Facebook and other social networking systems (SNSs) offer a conduit for
self-expression and for the construction of identity through the user's interaction with
other users around the globe. They found that the subjects who most identified
themselves through their relationship to others, what they termed "strong interdependent
self-construal" expressed strong motivation and satisfaction when interfacing through
SNSs (p. 1094). Why do users feel so rewarded when they feel "connected"? Tamir and
Mitchell (2012) sought cause for the fact that over 80% of posts on social media
platforms are broadcasts of the users ' immediate, personal experiences. They conducted a
study to determine the level of reward experienced by subjects communicating personal
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thoughts and events. They found that subjects were w illing to forego money for the
opportunity to disclose information about themselves. They also found that both thinking
about the se lf and communicating those thoughts to others caused robust neural activity
in the regions of the brain associated with reward. In their words, " humans so willingly
self-disclose because doing so represents an event with intrinsic value, in the same way
as with primary rewards such as food and sex" (p. 8041 ). They proposed that the
feedback generated in reaction to these se lf-disclosures may serve as an interface for se lfknowledge.
The Avatar. One concept that strongly connects computer mediated
communication with the posthuman cyborg is that of the avatar, what Svitlana
Matviyenko called «a prosthetic consciousness and unconscious, a user's virtual 'Self"
in her article, Cyberbody as Drag (2010, p. 39). The idea of the avatar conjures the
doll/maker, puppet/master imagery that is so important to this ana lysis. In creating an
avatar, the user creates an identity. But if the technology exists for each individual to
create his/her own avatar, or multiple avatars, how does the avatar, the created self,
achieve individuation? This research argues that the answer to that question can be found
in myth, in the oft told tale of the Hero's Journey.
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CHAPTER III

Method
A narrative analysis was used to study Joss Whedon's Dollhouse. The analysis
tracked the series through the steps of Campbell's Hero 's Journey.
A digital-age network television series concerning posthuman themes, and
featuring a posthuman protagonist, the first twelve-episode season of Dollhouse aired

from February 13, 2009 to May 8, 2009. The thirteenth episode, Epitaph I, did not
originally air in the United States, but did air in Singapore and was released as a
canonical episode on the first DVD issue in July of the same year. The second and final
season aired from September 25, 2009 to January 29, 2010. The events take place in the
United States, predominately in Los Angeles. With the exception of time-jumping
segments and Epitaph I and Epitaph II, the temporal setting for the series is the year
2009.
While several series of this time period exemplified the themes of both the Hero's
Journey and posthuman theory, including Bau/estar Galactica, Fringe, Heroes , and a
host of others, Doi/house in particular was chosen because its limited number of episodes
allowed the analysis to cover the series as a whole. Additionally, Doi/house focuses on
creating an individuated self from disparate personas - something this research sought to
explore in the world of computer mediated communication and the internet.
The plot revolves around neuroplastic technology that allows certain people to be
imprinted with alternative personas to fit a specific need or desire. This technology is
pioneered by the Rossum corporation which, in addition to researching and developing
scientific techniques to contribute to the medical community, operates several facilities
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throughout the world that use the imprint technology commercially. These dollhouses, as
they are called, boast a wealthy and influential clientele who are able to, for a significant
fee, request that an "active" be imprinted with a specific persona. The dollhouses' actives

have been stripped of their original personas and live in a doll-like state until they are
chosen to be imprinted . . Echo, fonnerly Caroline, is one of these actives and the hero of
the narrative. Episode by episode, imprint by imprint, Echo evolves her own identity,
completely distinct from Caroline, the persona that first set foot in the dollhouse.
Throughout this evolution, Dollhouse explores topics such as the interaction between
humanity and technology and where that interaction might lead.
Echo ' s bunkmates, Sierra and Victor, share in many of her trials. Supporting and
subverting her journey are Adelle De Witt, head of the L.A. doll house, Boyd, her handler,
Topher Brink, house programmer, Lawrence Dominic, chief of security, and Pau l
Ballard, an F.B.I. agent determined to uncover the "urban legend" of the dollhouse
despite derision from his colleagues.

Narrative Analysis
According to McLuhan, "the latest approach to media study considers not only
the "content" but the medium and the cultural matrix within which the particular medium
operates" ( 1964, p.11 ). This study accomplished this by applying a thorough narrative
analysis to the series, and then by coding items into categories within a framework
informed by a selection of the mythology studies of Joseph Campbell and posthuman
theory. The Hero ' s Journey as an analytical model recognizes the fundamental symbols
and archetypes of the collective culture. One important aspect of this research was
discovering how popu lar narratives and viewers interact. Posthuman theory addresses the
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concurrent evolution of humanity and the tools it uses. Elements of this theory such as
dissolution of opposites, self-constructed identity, and the co-evolution of humanity and
technology become increasingly relevant in the digital age. The analysis was applied to
the series on three levels: Intimation, Illustration, and Innovation. These levels, in tum,
correspond to the stages of evolution that the protagonists and their tools move through,
as well as the central concepts of posthuman theory. The series, and others in the genre,
make allusions to myth within their text, represent myth as their text, and create new
mythology for other texts to embody.

/ ~ - Innovation

• Becoming Myth
• Emergence &
Embodiment
• Echo

Illustration

• Myth Representation
• Relfexivity
• Engaged Active

Intimation

• Myth Reference
• Disembodied
Information
• Doll State

C

Figure I

Intimation
Forrnalistically, intimation pertains to classical, religious, folk, and popular
mythology references in the series. Doi/house is particularly adept at using fairy tale
allusions to relate to its viewers. For example, the episode Briar Rose opens with Echo
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reading the story aloud to a group, and the story' s events are referenced throughout the
next forty minutes. Here, the references occur within the text, but are also removed from
it. The allusions serve to transport the viewer to the referenced material, rather than to
engage the viewer in a narrative that is representative of the referenced material. On the
same level, Echo begins as a doll with multiple consciousnesses stored on hard drive
devices, or wedges, and loaded into her brain when they are needed. This level
corresponds to an idea shared by Claude Shannon and Norbert Wiener, the forefathers of
cybernetics research and , by extension, posthuman th~ory, that information was "an
entity distinct from the substrates carrying it" (Hayles, I 999, xi). At this level in the
narrative analysis, the myth allusions are just that - they are integrated into the text of the
series but are not embodied in the narrative.
Illustration
In the second level of analysis, instances of illustration of mythological narratives
and forms were studied. Here, the research tracked the progression of the series'
protagonist through each of these stages of Campbell's Hero' s Journey. Over the course
of the hero's journey, the hero leaves the world he or she knows and enters a new realm.
The hero meets with extraordinary forces and escapes victorious. He or she then returns
to the world of the known having gained a special knowledge or power to share with
others (Campbell, 1949). Additionally, the illustration level analysis reviewed
mythological forms that are represented in the series. On the second level, Echo is an
active, programmed and imprinted with a persona created to accomplish a task, achieve a
goal, or solve a problem. A central concept in posthuman theory is reflexivity and the
role of the observer. Just as it disguises mythic forms to adapt them to the current cultural
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climate, this se ries consistently illustrates discrepancies between perception and "reality,"
another actor behind the scenes.
Innovation
Campbell called the hero the "champion of things becoming" (1949, p. 243). On
the Innovation level of analysis, the research focused on the transformative elements of
posthuman theory that constitute the results of the hero's journey. According to
Campbell, "What all the myths have to deal with is transformation of consciousness" (in
Kenner & Perlmutter, 1988). The same is true for Posthumanism. When Doi/house
protagonist Echo compiles her imprints and her original personality into her own superidentity, she is transformed. She is transcended. As the posthuman protagonist becomes
something more than what she was and a legend in her own right, the text itse lf blossoms
into its own myth, preparing to start the cycle anew. This is emergence, one of Hayles'
central concepts of the third wave of cybernetics, and a recurring theme in posthuman
research. Hayles defines emergence as the concept by which new software properties and
programs evo lve on their own in response to a combination of simple rules and multiple,
recursive feedback loops, often "developing in ways not anticipated by the person who
created the s imul ation" (Hayles, 1999, p. 225).
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CHAPTER IV
Results

Leve l 1: Intimation
Dollhouse relies on fairy tale analogy and sc ience fiction reference to link the
posthu man hero to the narrative of human history, though references to ancient, biblical,

and classical myth are also present. Following are the results of the first level analysis, in
which the researcher studied direct textual references to external mythologies within the

series.

The name of the protagonist of Doi/house, Echo, is derived from Greek
mythology, providing an interesting mix of ancient and contemporary allusion; all of the
Los Angeles dolls are named for military alphabet codes, including Echo. Names from
Greek mythology make up a part of the mythological references found in the series. In
the Washington 0.C. dollhouse introduced in the second season, the actives are referred
to by the names of ancient Greek gods and goddesses including Athena, Hades, and
Aphrodite. Several other ancient mythological references are present in the series. In the
episode, Ghost, the viewer glimpses the memory wipe process in a scene in which house
programmer Topher Brink declares, " the new moon has made her a virgin again"
(Whedon, et al, 2009, episode I.I), referring to the virginal moon goddess, Diana. In the
fourth episode , Ec ho joins a team of thieves in steali ng an invaluable piece of the
Athenian Parthenon, the temple built to honor the Greek goddess At hena . In Echoes, the
protagon ist's o ri ginal persona, Caroline, in an earlier chronological scene. or analepsis,
refers to her "Odyssey" (Whedon, et al., 2009, episode 1.7), reca lling Ho mer's epic
account of the trials of myt hic hero Odysseus.
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Symbols from Greek mythology are also a part of the mythological references
found in the series. In the second episode, protagonist Echo must learn how to bow hunt,
allowing her to use the ancient weapon-of-choice of the goddess Artemis. The image of
Romulus and Remus suckling the wo lf appears as a statue on D.C. house programmer
Bennett Halve rson's desk The prevalent tree motif is a core mythic symbol. According
to Campbell, "The Buddha beneath the Tree ofEnlightenment (the Bo Tree) and Christ
on the Ho ly Rood (the Tree of Redemption) are analogous fi gures, incorporating an
archetypal World Savior, World Tree motif, which is of immemorial antiquity" (1949, p.
33). This tree is rep resented in Do/lhouse by the snow-covered tree that dominates Echo's
dreamscape when she is forced to journey into the subconscious Rossum network known
as the Attic.
The character Alpha, a former dollhouse active who suffered a "composite event"
and escaped the do ll house after murdering several other act ives and staff members,
delivers an example of anc ient mythological allusio n in the episode entitled Omega
(which, paired with the character's name, is a myth reference in itself: the biblical book
of Revelation refers to God as the "Alpha and the Omega"). He has abducted a
shopkeeper and imprinted her with the persona of Caroline, Echo's original
consciousness. His plan is to "composite" Echo and instruct her to kill Caroline, her old
self. He explains:
That's what we need, a blood ritual. The Aztecs knew it. The Pre-Hellenic
Minoans knew it for gods' sakes. From the moment man first clawed his way out
of the primordial ooze and kicked ofThis fins he's understood that the gods
require blood. New life from death. (Whedon, et al. , 2009, episode 1.12).
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In ancient Greek and Phrygian mythology, the savior Atti s was crucified and
resurrected in the same way that the heroes in the instant research experience the Hero 's
Journey. The nam ing of the Att ic, the section of the dollhouse reserved fo r damaged
actives where their brains serve as the Rossum Corporation's computer mainframe, may
not on ly serve to facilitate the doll imagery of the series, but may also be a reference to
this ancient " Attic tragedy."
Biblical references were another element of the intimation level analysis.
Doi/house references the Garden of Eden in the fi fth and eleventh episodes. While some
of these references occur in relation to the dollhouse itself, others take place in the
episode True Believer, in which a government client engages dollhouse active and
protagoni st Echo to infiltrate a religious cult. In thi s episode, Echo is imprinted with a
persona ofa blind devotee named Esther Carpenter, alluding not only to the Persian
queen, but also to the occupation of Jesus. True Believer is rife with Biblical allusions:
Esther references the biblical story of Saul of Tarsus on the road to Damascus, Jonas, the
cult's leader, baptizes Esther and welcomes her to the temple, and when he decides his
fo llowers will be tested with fire, he instructs Esther to read the story ofShadrach,
Meshach, and Abed nego in the fiery furnace. When she regains her sight, Esther
co ntinues the Judeo-Chri stian theme when she thinks Boyd Langton, Echo's handler, is
an angel. In subtext, the operations of the cult are compared to those o f the dollhouse, and
the same all us ions apply in both environments.
The episode Briar Rose provides an excellent example of the intimation level.
The title itself refe rs to the popular fairy tale, also known as "Sleeping Beauty." When
Alpha, a homi cidal genius former active, wakes the sleeping princess (Echo) with an
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must navigate a path of dreams and mythic imagery to advance her journey. This is the
stage of the hero's journey wherein he or she is engu lfed by the unknown, venturing into
the realms of the unconscious and even into death itself (Campbell, 1949).
Echo ' s experience in the whale's belly is foreshadowed in the second episode of

Dollhouse. Echo hallucinates the image of her original persona, Caroline, from a college
video yearbook that Alpha possesses, herself in tabula rasa state, and her own innate
image of Caroline, foretelling the fact that she will have to face and come to terms with

these three levels of her consciousness.
The Road of Trials. The Road of Trials is the first step in the Initiation portion of
the Hero ' s Journey. For Echo, the road to follow is the one that leads her and her aids out
of the Attic. On the road the hero "discovers and assimilates his opposite (his own
unsuspected self) either by swallowing it or by being swallowed ... Then he finds that he
and his opposite are not differing species, but one flesh" (Campbell, 1949, p. 108). To do
this, Echo must first face her own nightmare scenario. She re-enacts a Sisyphean scene in
which she is unable to rescue her friends and former dollhouse actives Anthony (Victor)
and Priya (Sierra). She meets the former dollhouse head of security and secret N.S.A.
mole Lawrence Dominic (now another guide) on her road and explains that, because she
embodies mult iple personas, she is experiencing multiple dreamscapes - multiple roads
of trials. She and Dominic continue on this road,joumeying through the hells of other
Attic residents and narrowly escaping the chasing death blows of a mysterious figure. On
the Road of Tria ls, Echo learns that she must embrace the parts of herself that she most
fears. She must transform and transcend her past-selves (Campbell, 1949). This leads her
to the goddess.
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multiple references to science fiction series Battlestar Galactica, and the characters
mention films Soylent Green, The Matrix, The Bride of Frankenstein, and the Norman
Bates character from the film , Psycho. The series also contains cloaked allusions to two
of Whedon ' s other television creations, Angel and Firefly. More than once, the dolls are
referred to as zombies, and the characters use the vocabulary of Star Wars multiple times
as well: Genius house programmer Topher insists, "Darth Vader kills lieutenants, not
storm troopers" (Whedon, et al , 2009, episode 2.10), and, in the post-apocalyptic Epitaph
II, one of the few remaining "actuals" (people who have retained their original
personalities), refers to Neuropo lis, formerly Tucson, Arizona as the " Death Star"
(Whedon, et al. , 2009, episode 2.13). In Haunted, Topher imprints dollhouse active Sierra
as his perfect best friend, a birthday gift to himself, and they debate "classic sci-fi errors"
(Whedon, et. al. , 2009, episode I. I 0).
Disembodied Information and the Posthuman
In the same way that these allusions are entities of their own accord, simply being
referenced rather than represented , the prominent theorists in the first wave of
cybernetics, the forefathers ofposthuman theory, viewed information as existing apart
from context. Hans Morovec, known for his work in the field of artificial intelligence,
took this notion a step further by visualizing human identity as a pattern of information,
and proposed that, following this theory, a human consciousness could be downloaded
onto a computer (Hayles, 1999). Of course, this is precisely the theory that the doll house
exploits.
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Level 2: Illust ration a nd the Hero's Jo urn ey

T he Hero's J ourney
The following pages contain the results of the illustration analysis. which studied
representations of series protagonist Echo's progression through the stages of the hero's
journey as out lined by Joseph Campbell.
T h e Call to Adventure. The hero is call ed to adventure because he or she is
ready to hear it (Campbell in Kenner & Perlmutter, 1988). This is especially true fo r both
Echo and her original persona, Caroline. Caro li ne ends up in the dollhouse after fa iling in
her terrorist attack against the Rossum Corporation. She claims that she was "trying to
take my place in the world" (Whedon, et al., 2009, episode 1.1). As Caroline is shown in
analepsis throughout the series, the viewer notes that Echo shares many character
attributes with her origi nal persona, including compassion and a stro ng will. In the
second season, in fact, D.C. dollhouse programmer and Caroline's college roommate,
Bennett Ha lverson, argues that Echo and Caroline are one and the same, protesting,
"Caroline has a power over people and however well you wiped her she clearly still
does" (Whedon, et al., 2009, episode 2.6).
One characteristic of the mythic hero is an exceptional gift or unusual trait.
Though Echo is repeatedly referred to by other characters as "just a girl" she is certainly
not average. Throughout Doi/house, Echo is referred to as .. perfect," "special," " not
norma l," and in her handler, Boyd's words, "definite ly interesting, at least on a
microscopic level" (Whedon et al., 2009). On a physical leve l, Echo's special power lies
in her spina l fluid, which allows her to resist the memory wipe process.
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According to Campbell, the hero can begin his or her journey through any of a
number of mythic mechani sms ( 1949). In Dollhouse, the hero is called to adventure

somewhat unwillingly. Caroline's adventure begins when she submits to the dollhouse in
order to save her fri end, and the call is heralded by Adelle DeWitt, who solicits her

"volunteer" participation.
Refusa l of the Call. In The Hero with a Thousand Faces, Campbell used the

Briar Rose fa iry tale to illustrate the Refusal of the Call (1949, p. 62-63). In this story, a
j ealous witch condemns princess Briar Rose (or Sleeping Beauty) and all the inhabitants
of her castle to an eternal slumber that can only be ended by a prince's kiss. In the
Doi/house ep isode of the same name, Echo is imprinted with the persona of an adult,
psychologically healed version of an actual traumatized child. She reads the story of Briar
Rose to the girl ' s cl ass and, seeing her violent react ion, explains that the princess in fact
dreamed the rescuing prince. She saved herself and her kingdom by creating him. In this
instance, both Echo and her original persona Caroline represent the sleeping princess, but
Echo 's sleep is the result of Caroline's spindle-prick. In the next episode, Echo reflects
that Caroline abandoned her. By choosing to submit to the dollhouse, Caroline refused
the call and chose the sleeping castle. However, Echo's adventure never would have
commenced had she not made that choice. For Campbell, the fact that Briar Rose is
ultimately rescued by a prince points to the fact that "Not all who hesitate are lost" (p.
64). Com pare this to Echo's affirmation in Vows that "We are lost but we are not gone"

(Whedon et al., 2009, episode 2.1 ). It is not until Epitaph II, the final episode of the
series, that Caroline, her wedge (the hard drive containing her persona) left in the

"
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dollhouse to guide others like Hansel and Gretel's breadcrumbs, ultimately accepts the
Call to Adventure.
Supernatural Aid. The hero is provided with a guide on his or her journey, often
a wise old man or woman. For Echo, this is Boyd Langton, her handler. Echo is also
helped along in her journey by head of the L.A. dollhouse Adelle DeWitt, who,
somewhat unwittingly, allows her to evolve: "We all know Echo's special. Let's see what
she' s capable of' (Whedon, et al. , 2009, episode 2.7).
An amulet or talisman given to the hero by a wise or protective figure provides

supernatural aid (Campbell, 1949). Echo receives two talismans. In the pilot episode, the
client gives Echo a necklace (a heart) with all it signifies (including love as well as
embodied consciousness from the posthuman perspective). In this case, the amulet is lost.
Echo drops the heart as she is wiped, losing the memory of the client. Reflecting this later
in the series, the former dollhouse active Anthony (known in the dollhouse as Victor)
drops his dog tags as he is absorbed into the hive mind of other soldiers with active
architecture in episode nine, Stop-Loss. Echo's second talisman is a leaf that she uses as a
bookmark (a signifier of her evolving capacity to retain memories). Boyd recognizes this
and confiscates it, but later returns it to her, offering it as Supernatural Aid. It is
interesting to note that, though Echo does receive the leaf from Boyd in the end, she
initiated its function. Echo's ability to instigate her own symbols and schema plays a
major role in the series.
Crossing of the First Threshold. Protagonist Echo's spontaneous memory
flashes early in the series represent the crossing of the first threshold. Her first memory
occurs at the end of the first episode, when she experiences an image of fellow dollhouse
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active Sierra being painfully mapped for active architecture, but perhaps the most
poignant evidence for Echo's crossing of the first threshold takes place at the end of the
second episode, The Target. During the course of the episode, a dollhouse client tells
Echo that she must prove that she deserves to survive. He illustrates this concept with a
gesture: he strikes his shoulder with the opposite fist and declares, .. Shoulder to the
wheel" (Whedon, et al., 2009, episode 1.2). After Echo narrowly survives the
engagement and her memory is wiped, she is able to repeat this gesture, signifying that
she has crossed the threshold of the serene, childlike realm of the dolls and has begun to
progress on her journey. Because the first myths came out of primitive hunting rituals
(Campbell in Konner & Perlmutter, I 988), it is interesting that Echo experiences the
crossing of the first threshold after a hunting excursion (first she is the hunter, then the
hunted).
The Belly of the Whale. In the Belly of the Whale, the hero leaves the realm of
light and confronts the creatures of the unconscious (Campbell in Konner & Perlmutter,
1988). When it becomes clear that protagonist Echo has established her own personality
by combining her multiple imprints, the head of the L.A. dollhouse, Adelle DeWitt,
orders she be sent the Attic. DeWitt refers to this section of the dollhouse where damaged
or uncontrollable actives (or sometimes dollhouse stafl) are sent as "whatever hell you
imagine" (Whedon, et al., 2009, episode 2.10). The actives' bodies are incapacitated,
hooked up to input and output feeds, and surrounded with blue liquid. Their psyches are
in the true Attic - multiple unconscious minds networked to serve as the computer
mainframe for the Rossum Corporation, the parent company of the dollhouses. For the
Attic's residents, this means a labyrinth ofriddlesome dreamscapes (or nightmares). Echo
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must navigate a path of dreams and mythic imagery to advance her journey. This is the
stage of the hero's journey wherein he or she is engulfed by the unknown, venturing into
the realms of the unconscious and even into death itself (Campbell, 1949).

Echo's experience in the whale's belly is foreshadowed in the second episode of

Doi/house. Echo hallucinates the image of her original persona, Caroline, from a college
video yearbook that Alpha possesses, herself in tabula rasa state, and her own innate
image of Caroline, foretelling the fact that she will have to face and come to terms with
these three levels of her consciousness.
The Road of Trials. The Road of Trials is the first step in the Initiation portion of
the Hero ' s Journey. For Echo, the road to follow is the one that leads her and her aids out
of the Attic. On the road the hero "discovers and assimilates his opposite (his own
unsuspected self) either by swallowing it or by being swallowed ... Then he finds that he
and his opposite are not differing species, but one flesh" (Campbell, 1949, p. 108). To do
this, Echo must first face her own nightmare scenario. She re-enacts a Sisyphean scene in
which she is unable to rescue her friends and former dollhouse actives Anthony (Victor)
and Priya (Sierra). She meets the former dollhouse head of security and secret N.S.A.
mole Lawrence Dominic (now another guide) on her road and explains that, because she
embodies multiple personas, she is experiencing multiple dreamscapes - multiple roads
of trials. She and Dominic continue on this road, journeying through the hells of other
Attic residents and narrowly escaping the chasing death blows of a mysterious figure. On
the Road of Trials, Echo learns that she must embrace the parts of herself that she most
fears. She must transform and transcend her past-selves (Campbell, 1949). This leads her
to the goddess.
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The Meeting with the Goddess. In myth, the image of woman represents all that
can be known, and the hero's goal is to attain this knowledge (Campbell, 1949). In

Doi/house, the goddess is both the universal mother and personal mother figure for Echo.
Caroline, Echo's original persona, is representative of the universal mother with her
exceptional compassion for living creatures. As Echo's origin, Caroline is also her
progenitor.
Echo experiences her meeting with the goddess when she concedes to integrate
her original persona into her self-engineered consciousness. This is difficult for Echo, as
she explains, "I'm afraid of Caroline. If she comes back, where do I go?" (Whedon et al ,
2009, episode 2.6). Echo ' s first opportunity to meet Caroline is thwarted when the
psychotic former active Alpha shoots the shopkeeper he has imprinted with Caroline's
identity. Still, the last word Echo utters before going to sleep (and after being wiped) that
evening is "Caroline." When Echo finally does assimilate her original persona into her
consciousness, she learns ofRossum' s, and her handler Boyd's, deepest secret. The
knowledge she gains is the key to saving the world.
Woman as Temptress. In the second season of the series, Echo is sometimes
waylaid in her journey by her attraction to Paul Ballard, the F.B.I. agent who sought to
save her and destroy the dollhouse, but who then became Echo's handler. When Paul
confronts Alpha, programmer Topher is forced to construct active architecture in his
brain in order to save his life. In doing so, he must also remove the code in Ballard' s
brain that represents his love for Echo. He is lost to her. He becomes a version of the
goddess for her in the final episode, when he is killed and Echo imprints herself using the
wedge that stores his persona. They are reunited in Echo's psyche.
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Atonement with the Father. Part of the hero's mission to cast off the attachment
to the ego is the resolution of the father image with the self. Campbell called this the
"umbilical point," the hero ' s weakness, the singular part of the hero 's being that he or she
must destroy or resolve in order to achieve perfect knowledge (1949). L.A. dollhouse

programmer Topher Brink is Echo's fat her, her creator. He represents Campbell's ogretyrant image of the fat her with his arrogance, his devotion to technoscience above all, and
his uninitiated adolescence, symbolized by the juice boxes and video games in his office.
Because it is Topher'sjob to keep the program nmning smoothly, Echo's journey as a

hero is directly at odds with his mission. After Echo's memory wipe in the fourth
episode, Topher guarantees that there are "No pesky human evolution bits lingering
around" (Whedon, et al. , 2009, episode I .4).

In Needs , Topher conducts an experiment by imprinting some of the act ives with
their original personas, only withholding their memories. This allows Echo/Caroline the
chance to confront Topher for the first time. When he protests, " Look, I'm just the
science guy," she responds , "Up here, looking down on everyone. Playing God"
(Whedon, et al., 2009, episode 1.8). Watching the dollhouse from his lofty glass box, he

is the creator.
Echo's evolution of identity is mirrored by Topher's evolution of morality. He
must come to terms with this fact in the season two episode Belonging, in which he is
ordered to imprint doll house active Sierra and permanently send her to Nolan, the
influential client and neuropharmacologist who drugged Priya (Sierra' s original persona)
into insanity so that she cou ld be "saved" by the dollhouse. Topher's choice leads to
Nolan's death and his duty to dismember the body. Echo's handler Boyd sums up
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Topher's narrative in this episode with his line: "You had a moral dilemma, your first.
And it didn't go so well" (Whedon, et al. , 2009, episode 2.4).
Echo begins to achieve atonement with Topher when he begins to accept her
emergence. When Echo and her new handler, Ballard return to the dollhouse after she has
amalgamated her personas into a functional identity, he finds himself in on their secret.
When they infiltrate Rossum , they are all standing with Echo, including Topher.
Illustrating the cosmogonic cycle, at the end of Epitaph l!, Topher himself becomes a
hero, sacrificing himself to reverse the consequences of his inventions.
Apotheosis. In the posthuman television narrative, the hero becomes god-like in
her own right because her ultimate decisions affect the continued existence of humanity
(or posthumanity). In The Hollow Man, Clyde 2.0, a copy of one of the founders of
Rossum who proved too scrupu lous, calls Echo, "our sav ior," but Echo's path is not to
save only the "deserving few" that he has in mind (Whedon, et al., 2009, episode 2.12).
Echo becomes god- like when she accepts her other and combines with Caroline. The
Rossum founders recognize this and seek to harvest this divine power to defend
themselves against the coming apocalypse. In Epitaph If, the final episode of the series, it
is clear that Echo leads the rebellion against Rossum and the dystopian world their
technology has created.
The Ult imate Boon. Campbell viewed the hero's crucifixion - his breaking
through of personal li mitations into spiritual awareness - as the path to Ultimate Boon.
As the mythic hero's crucifixion often leads to the realm of death, limbo, or the
underworld, Echo's crucifixion leads her to the Attic. After being condemned to the
strange facility, she is rendered unconscious, restrained, and pierced with electric
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impulses and equipment. Yet, Echo comes out of the experience with a knowledge she
did not possess when she entered into it. The boon she receives is the knowledge that
Caroline, her original persona, her other self, is the only person to have met the secret
founder of Rossum, and that this is the one secret that can prevent the destruction of
humanity.
Refusal of the Return. After escaping from the dollhouse in the second season of
the series, Echo experiences what the refusal of the return would mean for her, but her
compassionate need to rescue those who shared her fate in the dollhouse outweighs any
hesitation she may have. In fact, it is her handler and admirer Ballard who is reluctant to
return, having gotten a glimpse of what life would be like with Echo, away from the
hero's path. Echo corrects this misstep, "I can't train forever .. we have to go back inside
the dollhouse" (Whedon, et al., 2009, episode 2.7).
The Magic Flight. If the triumphant hero is blessed by the goddess or god, his
return to the realm of the known is supported. However, if the hero has thwarted a
heavenly patron, or ifa supernatural being has denied the hero's return to the world of the
known, he or she is often forced to flee these forces (Campbell, 1949). To escape the
Attic and return from the realm of the unknown, Echo must die and resurrect herself in
her physical body. A skeptical Dominic, the former head of dollhouse security who was
condemned to the Attic after being discovered to be an N.S.A. spy, asks, " Your plan is to
come back from the dead?" (Whedon, et al., episode 2.10). She accomplishes this
seemingly impossible feat, reviving the others and paralleling Ballard's return from brain
death via active architecture in the same episode.
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Rescue from Without. The client in the second episode of Doi/house questions
whether or not Echo deserves to live. He tells her to "Prove you're not just an echo"
(Whedon, et al., 2009). As she pieces together her identity throughout the series, Echo
personifies this idea of proving her own individuation. In order to complete Echo's
journey, however, Caroline must be resurrected as well. With the wedge that stored her
persona missing, L.A. house programmer Topher Brink and D.C. house programmer
Bennett Halverson must team up to reconstruct the backup wedge that the murderous
escaped active Alpha all but destroyed. Only then can Caroline be imprinted onto Echo.

The Crossing of the Return Threshold. When the hero crosses over from the
unconscious to the world of the known, he or she must bring back what he or she has
learned. This is a difficult step in the hero 's journey, for the realm of the unconscious is
not easily described (Campbell, 1949). Echo returns from the Attic knowing she must
assimilate Caroline because she is the only known person to have ever met the mysterious
founder of Rossum. Even after Caroline ' s wedge is restored, Boyd, once Echo's protector
and now dollhouse head of security, drugs Echo so that she can't reveal his secret - that
he is in fact the unnamed founder of the Rossum corporation. It is not until the team has
infiltrated Rossum headquarters in Tucson that Echo is able to share what she has
learned, at gunpoint.
Master of the Two Worlds. By joining with Caroline, Echo is ultimately able to
relinquish her attachment to her ego and, by doing so, her personal limitations. Thus, she
is able to experience what Campbell referred to as " the great at-one-ment" ( 1949, p. 237).
Echo gives a good rationale for her decision to complete the path to individuation. When
she imprints fellow dollhouse active Sierra with her original personality, Priya, in Stop-
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loss, Priya asks why she didn't just take her in her doll state, "with all the complicalions
stripped away." Echo explains that she'd "still be figuring out how to buckle your
seatbelt" (Whedon, et a l, 2009, episode 2.9). Though dolls may appear blissfully ignorant
in thei r tabula rasa state, the hero of this series, just as the heroes of myth did, decides
that individuation is superior to this comfortably ignorant ex istence.
Before becoming Master of the Two worlds, Echo must relive some stages of her
journey. Revisiting the crucifixion, she is restrained and her spinal fluid is painfully
extracted. She is rescued (from without) by her friends Anthony and Priya. But Echo
alone has resigned all ego attachment and has experienced the "terrifying assimilation of
the self into whal formerly was only otherness" (Campbell, 1949, p. 217). Of course, she
had the power to succeed within her all along. In the penultimate stage of the hero's
journey, he or s he comes to real ize that the special knowledge or power won and returned
to the world of the known is actually a part of him or herself(Campbell , 1949).
Freedom to Live. The hero must experience death and be reborn in the
knowledge of it, but she must also resolve her victory within the greater cosmogonic
cycle. The mythic hero 's journey involves leaving the expectations of society behind and
being initiated into bliss (Campbell, 1949). Heffner proposed defining freedom as
" behaving in unprogrammed ways" (2002 , p. 663). This definition certainly applies to
Echo's journey in Doi/house, as well as the posthuman applications of the Internet and
computer mediated technology.
Echo first demonstrates her abi lity to defy programming in the second episode of
the series when she reverses the handler/active script, asking her handler, " Do you trust
me?" (Whedon, et al., 2009). But fo r Echo/Caroline, it is not enough to be free herself. In
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Needs, her goal, though she has no memories of her own, is to set all the inhabitants of
the dollhouse free. Adelle DeWitt, head of the Los Angeles dollhouse, comments in the
final episode of the series that her fantasy has come true. Echo herself is finally free when

she imprints Paul Ballard's consciousness onto herself and is able to experience a love of
her own.

Mythic Forms
In addition to addressing the specific elements of these sections of the narrative

repeated across ages and cultures, Campbell also described the mythological symbols and
archetypes that present themselves in legends and lore across many eras and cultures
(1949, 1988). One such common element is the house of sleep. "The sleeping castle

is that ultimate abyss to which the descending consciousness submerges in dream, where
the individual life is on the point of dissolving into undifferentiated energy" (Campbell,
1949, p. 173). In Doi/house, protagonist Echo's original self, Caroline, is the ..the Lady of
the House of Sleep." Echo reflects this by becoming whatever the client needs her to be,
and later, whatever the situation demands.
The blue liquid that surrounds the bodies in the Attic equates to the water of
transformation, another common mythological motif(Campbell, 1949, p. 251). These
liquids facilitate the baptism of the posthuman hero. By breaking the surface of this
water, she crosses the threshold into the unknown and begins her transformation. This
imagery is repeated with scenes of Echo swimming. In the following line, Echo uses this
motif to explain her constructed identity to her admired handler, Paul Ballard:
It wasn ' t like a glitch, the skills. It was like a wave- just everything washing over
me. And then the wave pulled back and you see what it washed up - picking up
the shells and smooth stones from the shore, collecting myself (Whedon et al.,
2009, episode 2.7).
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In the second episode of season two, programmer Topher imprints Echo with the
persona of a new mother, altering her brain in such a way that her body is actually able to
produce milk. This represents the virgin birth, a common theme in myth that, in tum,
represents the emergence of spirit from matter.
According to Campbell, "The motif of the difficult task as prerequisite to the
bridal bed has spun the hero-deeds of all time and all the world" (1949, p. 344). That is
certainly the case in this narrative. In the second season of the series, Ballard implies that
he may feel better about the idea of taking advantage of Echo's attraction to him after
they succeed in freeing the dollhouse's inhabitants, and, after kissing collaborative D.C.
house programmer Bennett Halverson, Topher says, "More of that ifwe prevent the end
of the world" (Whedon, et al., 2009, episode 2.11 ).
The Cosmogonic Cyc le
In Haunted, Echo ' s handler Boyd asks, "Life after death-where does that end?"
and house programmer Topher responds, "Same place it begins - death" (Whedon, et al.,
2009, episode 1.10). The "cosmogonic cycle" described by Campbell as pervading myth
"with astonishing consistency" (1949, p. 39), is especially apt in the study of the
postmodern television narrative. One recurring motif of the series Battlestar Galactica
was the mantra: "All this has happened before, and all this will happen again" (Moore &
Eick, 2003-2009, episodes 1.8 and 1.10). When the homicidal escaped active Alpha
imprints Echo with all her personas, he names her Omega, signifying the beginning and
the end. In the hero's tale, the cosmogonic cycle allows the hero to return from his or her
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journey and play suppon ing roles in another hero' s journey, as Echo does for Topher in

Epitaph II.
Campbe ll illustrated the cosmogonic cycle, or "universal round" with the idea of
three stages of consciousness: sleeping, dreaming, and waking. This cycle is represented
in the Hindu AUM, where A corresponds to wak ing consciousness, U to dreaming, and
M to deep sleep (Campbell, 1949). Campbell also equated the three syllables to binh,
becoming, and reso lution (Kanner & Perlmutter, 1988). In the dollhouse, A is represented

by the doll's original personalities ("actuals"), or, in the special case of Echo, her selfconstructed individuation. The U syllable, the dream, is illustrated by the programmed or
engaged actives. Finally, the doll, or "tabula rasa," state signifies the M, or deep sleep
syllable. As if he knew Echo, Joseph Campbell referred to the mythic hero as the "waker
of his own soul" ( 1949, p. 260).
There are many representations of this cycle in myth; death, burial, and
resurrection, the sleeping princess woken by a prince, and the sacrifice for a bountiful
harvest all a llude to this. Religion or myth uses ritual as the instrument of these
representations. Ritual is a topic of interest for Campbe ll , including cultural rites of
passage and initiations. He argued that rituals serve to allow practitioners to cross both
conscious and unconscious thresholds (1949). The concept of ritual is relevant in the
digital age as well . In a 2002 article, Heffner compared the rituals of Christian initiates to
virtual reality.
Call and response is representative of the cosmogonic cycle and is a popular ritual
in the dollhouse. When a handler is paired with an active, he must look into his or her
eyes and ask, " Do you trust me?. The active responds, "With my life" (Whedon, et.al.
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2009, episode 1.2). After the memories are wiped from each active in the dollhouse, they
muse, "Did I fall asleep?" and house programmer Topher responds, "For a little while"
(Whedon, et.al , 2009, episode I.I). Another ritual represented in Do!Jhouse, quite
gruesomely, is the eating of the sacrifice. This idea comes from agricultural myth of
death and renewal and is represented in Christian mythology by the sacrament of the
Eucharist. According to Campbell, this act represents eating from the tree of immortal
life, dying to dualities and physical existence, and waking to the identity of the
consciousness (Kenner & Perlmutter, 1988). As Echo journeys through the Attic, she
finds herse lf in a Japanese teahouse with a former Rossum executive who is forced, in his
nightmare, to "stay here and enjoy [him}self' (Whedon, et al, 2009, episode 2. 10). The
viewer di scovers what he means when the camera leaves his smiling, feasting face and
reveals his bloody stubs of legs under the low table. When the man is killed, Echo, as the
hero, realizes she can 't move on from that part of the Attic until she completes the act
herself.
Rebirth is referenced several times in the series. The fourth episode of Dollhouse
opens on a scene of Echo imprinted as a midwife delivering a baby. While illustrating the
cosmogonic cycle, it is important to note that here, Echo has the power to give life, or at
least facilitate it. House programmer Topher compares the imprint and wipe process itself
to childbirth in Gray Hour, and Echo's handler Boyd, in Omega, argues, " I think it 's
more like watching someone die" (Whedon et al., 2009, episode 1.1 2). Because Alpha
can wipe and imprint others, he also has the ability to reproduce.
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Reflexivity and the Role of the Observer
The concept of reflexivity is an important one in posthuman theory. Taking the
role of the observer into account, a reflexive point of view weakens any notion of
objectivity. Campbell seemed to agree with this view. In his 1988 interview series with
Bill Moyers, Campbell argued that people all operate in relation to a system (Kanner &
Perlmutter), and Pepperell stressed the importance of the observer in his 2003 text.
Because the doll house is home to multiple layers of reflex and observational differences,
illustration of this concept abounds. The very first shot of the series appears to be security
camera footage, implying another level of observation outside that of the visible
characters and the viewer. When F.B.L agent Ballard is introduced to Echo, it is first
through the video yearbook footage the psychopathic Alpha sends him. His second
sighting occurs when she appears in a television newscast fleeing from a cult raid. In Man

on the Street, the audience is introduced to three more levels of observation: the opinion
of the passerby, the news crew that films that opinion, and that of the presumed news
audience.
The first line of Doi/house is "Nothing is what it appears to be" (Whedon et al. ,
2009, episode 1.1). Truly, in the dollhouse, people who appear to be real are actually
actives who are actually dolls who are actually people who have signed five years of their
lives away. Some of the staff members (Echo's handler, Boyd Langton, and head of
security, Lawrence Dominic in particular) are living double or triple lives. Even the
clients are pretending that the scenario they ordered is real. In The Target, the client acts
as ifhe is a thrill-seeking lover to Echo, but she, and the viewer, soon learn that what he
really seeks is the thrill of hunting her. When Dominic learns that his background check
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had been fabricated, he admits that he'd never seen something so intricate, implying that
Alpha is behind the plot.
The references to acting illustrate this reflexivity in Dol!house. During the
handler/active call and response ritual, programmer Topher hands Echo's handler Boyd a
"script," calls him "Brando," and announces, "Take two!" (Whedon, et al. , 2009, episode
1.2). In the viewer' s first introduction to the homicidal ex-active Alpha, he is posing as
the paranoid and phobic marijuana-growing environmental enthusiast who designed the
dollhouse to be a self-sustaining closed system. As Stephen Kepler, Alpha is "forced" to
help agent Ballard break into the doll house where Ballard disguises him as one of the
actives. Here the viewer (end-observer) sees actor Alan Tudyk playing Alpha (originally
a criminal named Kraft) playing Stephen Kepler playing a doll. Similarly, in Gray Hour,
actor Eliza Dushk.u plays Caroline who, without her consciousness, is Echo, who is
imprinted with the persona of an expert thief who pretends to be an escort during the
engagement; and in Vows , Echo' s imprint is an F.B.L agent who marries the subject ofan
investigation under a false identity in order to advance the case against him. In Needs,
some of the actives (Echo, Victor, Sierra, and November) are given their original
personalities without memories. To avoid detection, they must pretend to be mindless
dolls. In Haunted, Echo is imprinted with the persona of a deceased client, who plays the
role of her own friend in order to observe her family's reaction to her death. In the second
season, Echo, having constructed a functional identity from her personas, gets a job as a
nurse at a hospital under a false name in order to set up the elaborate rescue of her friend.
Reflexivity and the role of the observer are important to myth as well. Campbell
reminded his reader that mythological symbols are just that - they are not intended to be
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taken as the final term. but as a metaphor designed to be comprehended as such (1949).

This corresponds fully to the notion of reflexivity and the role of the observer in Hayles'
second wave of cybernetic theory and in posthuman theory in general (1999), and the
concept is a vital one. Campbell warned, "Wherever the poetry of myth is interpreted as

biography, history, or science, it is killed" (1949, p. 249).

Level 3: Innovation
One characteristic of the posthuman narrative is the idea of becoming something
else or something thought to be new. Because of this, the quest for the self is a staple of
posthuman fiction. The television audience relates to this aspect because there is a
parallel quest for the self occurring in the world of the virtual and computer mediated
communication. This is the same quest that is mapped out in the hero' s narrative, and it is
one that posthuman theorists seek to diagram with their research . While the illustration
level showed how the mythic hero achieves individuation, the results of the innovation
level evidence the posthuman hero 's individuation in par1icular - the victory that serves
as new myth in itself - using the framework ofposthuman theory.

Epitaph I and Epitaph II serve to define the new posthuman mythology for
Doi/house. A new vocabulary is introduced including words like "actuals" durnbshows"
and "butchers" to describe original personas, dolls, and actives controlled by the Rossum
corporation. The characters in these episodes explain that Rossum began offering its
clients physical "upgrades" - fresh and nubile bodies of their choice, without regard for
the embodiment of the original consciousness. Topher, driven mad by gu ilt, explains how
the remote-wipe techno logy he designed was weaponized by Rossum to begin a war with
a robocall. "And then the war has two sides: Those who answered the phone and those
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who didn't" (Whedon, et al., 2009, episode 1.13). By answering the phone, half of
humanity joined the dollhouse actives in becoming cyborgs.

The Cyborg
In his 1988 interview series with Bill Moyers, Joseph Campbell called myth "the
interface between what can be known and what is never to be discovered." The interface
is a key concept in the idea of the cyborg, a recurring theme in posthuman theory. It is not
only the actives in Doi/house who exhibit ingredients of the cyborg. House programmer
Topher Brink, though not an active, is so involved in the technology of the dollhouse that
he sleeps in the server room. In Briar Rose, an interesting interchange takes place
between Alpha (pretending to be the designer of the L.A. dollhouse, Stephen Kepler) and
F.B.I. agent Paul Ballard.
Alpha: We're all just cells in a body.
Ballard: Just cells in a body? That's the future? We're all functional,
interchangeable?
Alpha: We already are, man! (Whedon, et al., 2009, episode 1.11).

Alpha is describing the cyborg. As Ballard becomes more and more involved with the
dollhouse, he becomes more and more what Alpha describes. From desperately tracking
down the dollhouse to finding it to making a deal with Adelle DeWitt for one of the
active's freedom to using Echo to help him work an F.B.I. case to becoming her handler
to becoming an active himself, Ballard takes the viewer through several stages to become
the posthuman. Former active Anthony (known in the dollhouse as Victor) more
willingly becomes a cyborg. In Epilaph JI, the viewer learns that he has abandoned the
group from the doll house to become the leader of a gang of"tech-heads" who use
"mods" to upload specific skills into their brains. (Whedon, et al., 2009, episode 2.13).
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One of them explains, "We changed ourselves to survive up there, to thrive" (Whedon, et
al., 2009, episode 2.13). The third episode of Dollhouse, S1agefrigh1, is particularly
interesting because it parallels two types of doll s: the actives Sierra and Echo, and a
major pop star - Rayna, w ho has created a persona to match the fantasy of her fans.

Ironica lly, at o ne point she tells Sierra (active name, Audra) to stop acting like a fan and
to "tum on Audra mode," implying that she has different personas that can be switched
on and off (Whedon , et al. , 2009, episode 1.3). Of course, that's true.
The posthuman concept of the cyborg is further represented though the images in

the series. As one m ight expect, doll and puppet imagery pervades in Doi/house. One
term that frequently su rfaces is " broken." Protagonist Echo proclaims more than once
that she 's " not broken" (episodes I .4, 1.9, 2.7), but other characters refer to themselves or
others as "broken" several times throughout the series. In Gray Hour, remotely-wiped
Echo looks at a Picasso painting and calls it "broken," and one of her fe llow thieves
concurs that Picasso painted things as they are, and humanity is broken (W hedon, et al. ,
2009, episode 1.4). In Tony Dokoupil's feature Newsweek article on the effects of
Internet usage, he asks, " Does the medium break normal people with its unrelenting
presence, endless distractions, and threat of public ridicule for missteps? Or does it attract
broken soul s?" (p. 30). When ex-actives Anthony and Priya return to the dollhouse, she
wants to avoid the chair altogether, whi le he uploads new enhancements to aid them in
their fight. He is certainly attracted to the tech, and it leads him down a road she cannot

fo ll ow.
This idea of being "broken" contrasts with the concept of being "real ," bringing to
mind images of Pinocchio. In the first aired episode, Echo returns from an engagement in
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which she has fallen in love with the client. Just before she sits in the chair to be wiped,
she beams, " I think I found something real" (Whedon, et al, 2009, episode I.I). Head of
the L.A. dollhouse Adelle DeWitt refers to Roger, the imprint she uses to fulfill her own
romantic desires, as " the most real person I've ever met," and the irony of this does not
escape her (Whedon, et al. , 2009, episode 1.9). In Omega, an analeptic scene recalls one

of active Alpha's engagements in which a tortured client protests, "You're not real"
(Whedon, et al., 2009, episode 1.12). When F.B.I. agent Ballard breaks into the dollhouse

and learns that Victor, whom he had thought to be one of his infonnants, is one of the
actives, he is struck by the realization that his life isn't real. Because most of his
connections are contrived by the dollhouse. he is correct. When Echo first admits that she
remembers her varied personas she explains, "I'm all of them, but none of them is me,"
and asks, .. Do you know who's real?" (Whedon, et al. , 2009, episode 2.1 ). Seeing Echo
struck with grief after being taken away from the chi ld she was imprinted to love as his
mother, Ballard exp lains to fom1er dollhouse active Madeline that "It wasn't real." She
responds, "But it was for her- all that emotion, all that pain" (Whedon, et al., 2009,
episode 2.2). Before she dies in The Hollow Man, Madeline's imprint Mellie has some
final word s for Paul Ballard: "When we were together, you made me feel like a real
person" (Whedon, et al., 2009, episode 2.12).

Another doll/puppet image is that of play. In Ghost, Echo's handler Boyd asks,
"What are we playing at?" (Whedon et al., 2009, episode I. I), in Needs , a memory-less
Caroline accuses house programmerTopher of "playing God" (Whedon, et al., 2009,
episode 1.8), and in Belonging, Adelle DeWitt, head of the L.A. doll house, tells Topher

why he was chosen for his position: "You have always thought of people as playthings,"
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and that he always takes ''very good care of his toys" (Whedon, et al, 2009, episode 2.4).
When former act ive Madeline finishes her first di agnostic test after being released from
the dollhouse, Topher offers her some «additional enhancements" and asks how she feels
about "ventriloqui sm" (Whedon, et al. , 2009, episode 2.2). In the same episode Topher
admits, " I outp layed myself. Just like in chess" (Whedon, et al. , 2009, episode 2.2). Belle

Chose opens w ith a serial killer creating a tableau with what appear to be mannequins but
who are actually women whom he has abducted and drugged. He poses them to play the

rol es of some of hi s family members - a microcosm of the dollhouse which, ironically,
works to end hi s mi sdeeds. While he is away, one of the abductees reminds the others,
"we're not hi s toys" (Whedon, et al., 2009, episode 2.3).

Dissolution of Opposites
According to Campbell, leaving the plane of transcendence - or eating from the
tree of knowledge - leads to a life of dualities (Kanner & Perlmutter, 1988). Part of the
posthuman innovation is the disso lution of opposites, where boundaries once thought
clearly de fined are ca ll ed into question or disappear completely. House programmer
Topher Brink claims, " You don't know me and I don ' t know you. Not fully. Not ever"
(Whedon , et a l. , 2009, episode 2.1).
As opposites resolve into one another so too do temporal objectivities. Dollhouse
represents thi s concept fonnal isticall y in time jumping - expanding bits of the story in an
order other than chronological through analepsis and prolepsis. In one such flashback in

Epitaph I, Topher ex pla ins hi s idea for imprinti ng the actives in mere seconds, as
opposed to the hours it took before he arrived at the dollhouse: "They can experience it
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teleologically and the imported memory can sort it out for you" (Whedon, et al., 2009,
episode 1.13). The past and future only exist in their relation to the present.
With the dissolution of dichotomies comes the extinction of absolutes, ushered

into scientifi c thought with Einstein's theory of relativity (Pepperell, 2003). For the
humanist, mortality may play the role of the ultimate absolute, but posthumanists call
even that into question. This is readily reflected in the posthuman television narrative:

These popular works, along with the proliferating number of vampire- and
zomb ie-themed television programs and movies, do seem to represent the
extremes of a re-mediation of end-of-life illness, dying, death, and bereavement
that is increasingly influenced by our participation in social networking
communities like Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and biogs. (Drescher, 2012, p.
205).
Drescher argued that the experience of death both for the dying and for those who
interact with them is changing because, as dollhouse client and Internet mogul Joel Minor
states, .. You can' t really ever delete a program. Once it ex ists, it's alive" (Whedon, et aJ.,
2009, episode 2.8).
Doi/house pointedly addresses the mortality question through technoscience

themes. From the outset, the technology that makes the dollhouse work causes questions
to surface regarding the life of the consciousness outside of the physical body. According
to the Encyclopedia of Bioethics, this technology is one proposal of trans- and posthwnan
theorists. Here, the not-so-distant future technology would "enable individuals to
completely read the synaptic connections of the human brain, enabling an exact replica of
the brain to exist and function inside a computer" (Hook, 2003, p. 25 17). This is house
programmer Topher Brink's forte', constructing a composite consciousness by making
his own enhancements and adjustments wherever they are beneficial to the engagement.
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The imprints that reside on Topher's "self shelf' (Whedon et al., 2009, episode 1.12),
however, in addition to a few others, are unaltered. They are precise replicas of an
individua l's consc iousness at the time it was stored. According to Campbell, this concept,
whi le new to the technological means, is not new to humanity. He described a common
theme in folklore concerning a double soul existing outside of the body and therefore
protected from any harm that may come to the body (1949). For one dollhouse client, a
few of its inhabitants, and multiple Rossum executives, this external soul is found on the
hard drive•like wedges used to store imprints. This external soul renders the fear of death
powerless. Like the Cylons in Battlestar Galactica, they are "backed up" and can be
imprinted on another body if they are killed (Whedon, et al, 2009, episode 2.13).
The Dollhouse episode that best represents the mortality problem is entitled

Haunted. A dollhouse client and personal fri end of De Witt's has regularly scheduled
back-ups as a sort of insurance policy. This foresight seems to pay off when she dies and
her imprint (persona li ty, memories, consciousness, identity) is loaded into Echo.
Suddenly, death is not pennanent. The client is able to attend her funeral, hear her
family's true feelings about her, and, in the end, solve her own murder. Boyd Langton,
Echo's handle r and the moral center (for now) warns DeWitt, "You real ize that's the
beginning of the end. Life everlasting, it's the ultimate quest. Christianity, most religion,
morality doesn't exist without the fear of death" (Whedon, et al., 2009, 1.10). Another
episode that addresses the mortality problem is Man on the Street. In this episode, an
Internet mogul client engages Echo and she is imprinted with the persona of his deceased
wife. Annually, he relives the moment when he purchased their first house and wanted to
surprise her with it. When he uses the dollhouse, however, he can see the look on
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Rebecca's face instead of learning that she died in a car accident on the way. This is the
episode in which F.B.L agent Ballard sees Echo in person for the first time, the episode in
which he (and the audience along with him) is forced to dissect the ethical issues
involved in the field of technoscience. In Epitaph fl after Ballard is killed, Alpha (now
on the side of good) leaves Paul's wedge for Echo so that he can live on in her

consciousness.
Becoming Through Compassion
Campbell reminded the viewers of his 1988 interviews that the word compassion
means "with suffering" (Kanner & Perlmutter). Because Echo is the Eros to Alpha's
Thanatos, she has the advantage in accomplishing the tasks of the hero and becoming the
innovation. Until A lpha is able to find compassion, he is unable to resolve his personas
into a unified ident ity (by the end of the series, he has accomplished this). Echo is the
hero that is needed. She is the "perfect human spirit alert to the needs and hopes of the
heart" (Campbell, 1949, p. 317). She proves th.is many times. One example occurs in the
episode Meet Jane Doe, wherein Echo is homeless and helpless, but steals food for a
stranger who doesn't have the money to buy it. Echo is often more sensitive to the pain of
those around her than to her own. In fact, the first memory Echo retains is one of fellow
active Sierra in pain.
While dollhouse programmer Topher is the champion of the brain, as the viewer
hears time and again, Bennett, his counterpart in the Washington D.C. dollhouse, is more
concerned with the heart. She tells her assistant, "we have the privilege of living inside
the human heart for which we give up everything" (Whedon, et al, 2009, episode 2.5).
While this could be read as dollhouse propaganda, much like the L.A. version's
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insistence that they give people what they need, Bennett also shows strong emotional ties
to her work. She is driven by anger forged by her perception of Caroline's betrayal. Echo
too explains the difference when then handler Ballard tells her that he knows she
remembers all of her personas' experiences. She corrects him, "Not remember. feel"
(Whedon, et al., 2009, episode 2.2). The posthuman goal of the narrative is to unite these
two views. In Epitaph I, the last remaining active in the dollhouse, Whiskey, describes
the area of the desert its inhabitants have retreated to, Safehaven, as a place "where no
one can be changed. You die as you were born - heart in concert with mind" (Whedon, et
al., 2009, episode I. 13).
Embodiment and Emergence
According to Pepperell, "both consciousness and human existence can be
considered as emergent properties arising from the coincidence of a number of complex
events" (2003, p. 30). Campbell referred to humanity as "the consciousness of the earth"
(Konner & Perlmutter, 1988). He believed that consciousness and energy are one and the
same, and that plants, animals, and the physical body all experience consciousness in
some form. In much the same way that ritual enacts myth and touches the unconscious,
embodied processes sink "below conscious awareness" (Hayles, 1999, p. 204).
While house programmer Topher is convi nced that his memory wipe technology
is foo lproof, agent Ballard believes that there is a core consciousness that remains within
the actives' bodies. Foreshadowing this in the first episode, Echo 's original persona,
Caroline, asks the head of the dollhouse, Adelle DeWitt, "You ever try and clean an
actual slate? You always see what was on it before" (Whedon, et al., 2009). Ballard is the
advocate of the soul. After breaking into the dollhouse, he says to Topher, "So this is it.
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This is where you steal their souls," which receives a mocking reply (Whedon et al, 2009,
episode 1. 12). Later, he goes on to assert, "I still don't believe you can wipe away a
person's soul ... who they are at their core. I don't think that goes away" (Whedon, et al,

2009, episode 1.1 2). The series provides evidence to support Ballard's view. When
actives Echo, November, Sierra, and Victor are given their original personalities without

the memories in Needs , they all allude to their past in some way, without any knowledge
of it. Escaped active Alpha also seems to retain more than a little of Kraft, the criminal
sociopath he was before the signed his brain away. When Ballard and Boyd visit one of
Kraft's victims, she bears the same scars Alpha considers his art.
As Pepperell put it, "given a simple behavior pattern multiplied through a large
set of operands, each of which can affect the other, global behavior will emerge which is
essentially unpredictable (2003, p. 124). Unpredictability is the essence of emergence. It
cannot and will not, as is seen in Echo, be controlled. In Omega, Alpha plans to construct
Echo's evolution: "You can ascend. You can evolve. It's in you-I've seen it" (Whedon
et al, 2009, ep isode 2.12). He wants to force the creation of the posthuman. Echo evolves,
but not in the way Alpha intends. It is up to Echo to piece images and memories together
to create her own unified conscious identity. Compare this to Campbell's notion that,
while priests are ordained (created), the Shaman gets his authority from psychological
experience (Konner & Perlmutter, 1988). Or, as Echo succinctly puts it, referring to
Alpha, "I'm like him, but not" (Whedon et al., 2009, episode 2.8). The blending of
different consciousnesses in the series signifies a type of emergence. Echo, though
picking up multiple personas along the way, poignantly uploads Paul Ballard's

L
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consciousness saying "You wanted me to let you in" (Whedon, et al., 2009, episode
2.13).

Echo is not the only dollhouse inhabitant to experience emergence. Fellow
dollhouse actives Victor and Sierra are drawn to one another in spite of repeated memory
wipes. Topher refers to this behavior as "grouping" and fears the outcome particularly
when Victor's unanticipated erections are linked to Sierra. These emergent properties
threaten some of the characters who witness them. The character of Lawrence Dominic,
the Los Angeles dollhouse head of security, often warns the others that Echo's
differences make her dangerous. When DeWitt marvels that "she's demonstrated a talent
for adaptability," Dominic responds, "They shouldn't be adaptable. They should be
predictable" (Whedon, et al., 2009, episode 1.5). In Needs, he warns the staff, "Any
developmental progress an active makes is dangerous to the house," and advises them to
think of the actives as pets rather than as children. He explains, "If you child starts talking
for the first time, you feel proud. If your dog does, you freak the hell out" (Whedon, et
al. , 2009, episode 1.8). Here are just two of the many times that Dominic reflects
humanity's apprehensions surrounding the accelerating advance of the tools it uses daily.
While one might feel the need to be "plugged-in" in order to accomplish expected
communication tasks, the same soul might feel uneasy about the current state of Internet
privacy or about artificial life and intelligence that may be perceived as unpredictable.
Internet mogul and dollhouse client Joel Minor alludes to these apprehensions in his
conversation with F .BJ. agent Paul Ballard in episode six, Man on the Street. He tells
Ballard, "The first hurdle in my business is the people who will not accept the change
that's already happened" (Whedon, et al., 2009, episode 1.6).

-
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To examine these ambiguities of emergence in the series, the research applied the
followi ng questions to the Dollhouse narrative: {I) Are these apprehensions warranted?
and (2) When "anything in the name of progress" (Whedon, et al., 2009, episode 2.7) is

the motto, are personal identities in danger? The research indicates that, in the case of
Dollhouse, the answer to both of these questions is yes. In the Man on the Streel episode,

a news crew gathers opin ions about the "urban legend" of the dollhouse. In one scene, the
interviewee appears to be a neurology professor. He is adamant that "If that 1echnology
exists, it wi ll be used. It will be abused. It will be global. And we will be over as a
species" (Whedo n, et al. , 2009, episode 1.6). Echo's former handler and secret Rossum
founder Boyd confinns this in The Hollow Man: " It can't be uninvented. Once it gets out
there, it wi ll be abused. None of us can prevent that from happening" (Whedon, el al. ,
2009, episode 2. 12). From Epitaph I and Epitaph II, it is apparent that his prediction was
on the right track. On ly the posthuman hero can save humanity. Not by fighting the tech,
but by evolving alongside it. Echo reflects the advance of artificial li fe and computer
mediated communication technology with this capacity to evolve. When house
programmer Topher expresses his concerns to Adelle DeWitt, she responds with one side
of the human response: "S he mi ght be useful to us in ways we haven't yet imagined"
(Whedon, et al., 2009, episode 1.9). In the second season, Topherquestions this abi lity's
effects on her classificat ion: "What does that make her? What is she?" (Whedon. et al,
2009, episode 2.8).

L. ,
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CHAPTER V
Discussion
The hero's journey serves as a pattern for humanity to follow (Campbell, 1949).
One app lication of this myth lies in the posthuman subject's quest for individuation. It
holds the " keys that open the whole realm of the desired and feared adventure of the
discovery of the self' (Campbell, 1949, p.8). The construction of the self and
individuation is a critical motif in the digital age. Here, Campbell's work and the whole

of mythology easily works its way into posthuman theory. The different stages of
consc iousness represented by the AUM mantra discussed earlier (Campbell, 1949) are
similar to the stages of the life cycle of insects that experience metamorphosis such as
moths and butterflies. The doll in the tabllla rasa state recalls the larval stage. The doll in
the active state, controlled by the selected imprint represents the pupal stage
(interestingly, the term "pupa" is the Latin word for "doll"). Finally, the adult, imago
phase reflects the actual, constructed persona that Echo invents for herself. One aim of
this research is to show how the posthuman hero's narrative relates to individuation in the
age of the Internet, virtuality, and multi-way, computer mediated communication.

The Prosthetic Consciousness
According to Calleja, "Cyborgs are not only those ofus in fact or fiction that have
machines penetrating their skin but all ofus who fonn a feedback loop with the machines
we use" (2004, p. 5). Technology is no longer a tool to be used by humans but a means to
transform them (Graham, 2006). One concept that strongly connects computer mediated
communication w ith the posthuman is that of the avatar, what Svitlana Matviyenko called
"a prosthetic consciousness and unconscious, a user's virtual 'Self" in her article,
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Cyberbody as Drag (2010, p. 39). The idea of the avatar conjures the doll/maker,
puppet/master imagery earlier noted in this analysis. In creating an avatar, the user
creates an identity. But if the technology exists for each individual to create his or her
own avatar, or multiple avatars, how does the created self achieve individuation?
Technology has, according to Hayles, "become so entwined with the production of
identity that it can no longer be meaningfully separated from the human subject" (1999,
xiii). The two are so inextricable, Miller (2005) argued, that computers should be
integrated into a definition of intelligence and Graham (2006) agreed that humanity can
no longer be ontologically separated from the technology it uses.
The social media profile, then, can be compared to one of the dollhouse's actives.
The user imbues the profile with an identity- an imprint. What happens when the
imprinted profile generates its own identity, as Echo did by using her imprints as building
blocks? Campbell said, "The hero is the man of self-achieved submission. But
submission to what? That precisely is the riddle that today we have to ask ourselves"
(I 949, p. 16). The case of Notre Dame football star Manti Te'o may provide a
preliminary answer to this question. In January of 2013, the sports webs ite Deadspin.com
reported that Te'o's girlfriend, who had tragically died after a severe car accident led her
medical team to discover her leukemia, was fictional (Burke & Dickey). Te'o admitted
that he met Lennay Kekua and maintained their relationship online, and it appeared she
solely existed on social media platforms Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. Te'o claimed
that he was the victim of an e laborate hoax - an apparently complete human identity
created online and over the telephone. Just as ex-active Madeline (known in the dollhouse
as November) explained to Ballard that Echo's motherly instincts and emotions were
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real, Te'o told Katie Courie in an interview, "What I went through was real. You know,
the feelings, the pain, the sorrow -- that was all real, and that's something that I can't
fake," (McLaughlin, 2013). Much like the mythology of Dollhouse, the digital age offers
the ability to create a complete persona through technology.
Nearly sixty percent of adults in the United States alone frequent at least one
social networking site (Drescher, 2012). As Pepperell noted, "we can increasingly
socialise [sic], work and communicate in a way that, strangely, diminishes human
contact, while simultaneously extending it. In telepresent environments it will be difficult
to determine where a person 'is', or what distinguishes them from the technological form
they take" (2003 , p. 5). One of the topics this research sought to explore is the extent to
which consciousness is embodied in computer mediated communication. As more and
more of humanity's manifestations of consciousness (ideas, thoughts, etc.) are
communicated via the Internet, specifically, how much of this consciousness can be said
to reside in fiber-optic cables and on hard drives? Additionally, with more faculties
created to share one's consciousness with others, how much does identity rely on the
other participants, and how much is created from a personal hero 's narrative? Are these
two concepts mutually exclusive?
In the narrative of Dollhouse, the characters begin with a false identity and the
hero finds the truth. All of the actives' personas exist to fulfill a particular need or desire.
It is the transcendence of that superficial purpose that makes these heroes Posthuman

heroes. Echo was originally created as a puppet to be controlled and had to forge her own
identity through the interactions between multiple personas, to construct her
individuation through feedback loops. Echo wouldn't exist without her imprints.
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November' s imprint Me ll ie wou ldn't exist without Ballard. Rayna (the pop star) wouldn't
exist in the form she does without her fa ns. According to McLuhan, "A work of art has
no existence or function apart from its effects on human observers. And art, like games or
popu lar arts, and like media of communication, has the power to impose its own
assumptions by sett ing the human community into new relationships and postures: (1964,

p. 242). When Ball ard is researching Kepler, the environmental systems contractor who
designed the dollhouse, it is a photo of Alpha that accompanies the online article. The
article on ly exists fo r Ballard's benefi t. However, because these existences interact with
others, much like Manti Te 'o's gi rl friend, they have very real effects. When D.C.
dollhouse active Senator Perrin asks, "They didn't create me, only parts of me. How can I
ever untangle it?" Echo replies, "Does it matter?" (Whedon et al., 2009, episode 2.6).
How important is individuat ion in the digital age? In The Hollow Man, when Mellie
laments that " I'm a program," Ballard responds, ''So am I, but I decided it doesn't maner
anymore. We fee l what we feel" (Whedon, et al., 2009, episode 2.12).
T he Cha ngin g Bra in

How real is too real? While house programmer Topher asserts that "Brain science is
all about the hardware and software" (Whedon et al., 2009, episode 2.8), Pepperell
objected, "it is mistaken to assume that the brain alone contains the 'hardware' or
'software' of the mind" (2003, p. 29). Can the posthuman, then, share her consciousness
with an onli ne persona, or is it stripped away, transferred onto the net? According to
McLuhan, "a consc ious computer wou ld still be one that was an extension of our
consciousness, as a telescope is an ex tension of our eyes, or as a ventriloquist's dummy is
an extens ion of the ventriloquist"(l 964, p. 351 ). In contrast. after Alpha composites Echo
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with all her personas, she comments, "I somehow understand that not one of them is me.
I can slip into one - actually, it slips into me. They had to make room fo r it. They
hollowed me out. There is no me. I' m just a container" (Whedon, et al., 2009, episode
1.1 2). Hayles asked, "If our body surfaces are membranes through which infonnation
flows, who are we?" (1999, p. 109). Perhaps the answer lies somewhere in between these
two perspectives. Experts are evenly divided as to whether the digital lifestyle will have a
detrimental or beneficial effect on young brains (Anderson & Rainie, 2012). Former
active Anthony and his pack of tech•heads in Epiraph

If

may foretell what is in store for

digitally plugged in youth. By uploading ski lls straight to thei r brains, they "skip learning
the hard way - ski p the long hours, the sweat, the training - just to feel the thrill of
perfection" (Whedon, et al., 2009, episode 2.13). Digital technologies produce a kind of
global cognition, maintaining a pool of collective intelligence that the individual relies on
to funct ion (Knych, 20 I 0).

The Narrative of the Posthuman

McLuhan (1964) used the Greek myth of Narcissus and Echo to describe the
numbness caused by humanity' s fixation with an extension of itself- in this case, the
medium of televi sion. Drescher (2012) asserted that McLuhan's numbing effect doesn't
apply to computer mediated communication because a significant amount of agency is
involved. How then, is the viewer affected when media converge and the television
broadcasts mate rial so deeply entwined with digital age technologies? McLuhan himself
answered this quest ion:
The hybrid or the meeting of two media is a moment of truth and revelation from
which new fo rm is born. For the parallel between two media holds us on the
frontiers between fonns that snap us out of the Narcissus-narcosis. The moment

r
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of the meeting of media is a moment of freedom and release from the ordinary
trance and numbness imposed by them on our senses (1964, p. 55).
Whi le computer med iated communications and the Internet might be considered the
primary med ium of Posthumanism, television (or a combination of the two) is the
primary med ium fo r projecting the growing pains experienced by the transforming
subject. There is viewer-agency invo lved in television as well, and the best series are
those that leave bits of the narrative for the viewer to complete (McLuhan, 1964, p. 319).
As if commentating on the similarity of McLuhan's analysis of television as a medium to
the posthuman narrative, Echo explains, "there are gaps, things that aren't filled in"
(Whedon, et al. , 2009, episode 2.5).

Whi le the posthuman narrative on television is largely relegated to fan tasy and
science fiction, in his 2008 art icle, William S. Haney predicted its move to the
mainstream as Posthumanism becomes the predominant cultural construct. While these
narratives support Miller's assertion that posthuman films perpetuate technology anxiety,
they also provide rescue. According to McLuhan, "The anist picks up the message of
cu ltural and technological challenge decades before its transfonning impact occurs. He,
then, builds models or Noah's arks for facing the change that is at hand" (1964, p. 64).
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CHAPTER VI
Conclusion
The results of the study show that (l) The posthuman hero achieves individuation
just as the heroes of myth did, by transfonning herself through the stages of the hero's
journey, (2) As in mythology, the posthuman hero's journey serves as a template for the
achievement of individuation in the digital age, and (3) The posthuman television

narrative reflects the digital age transfonnation of humanity through multi-way, computer
mediated communication and the Internet. While Robert Pepperell (2003) believed that

the posthurnan identity includes a cultural shift in the way reality is perceived, these
conclusions show that this shift, rather than creating a new cultural climate, revisits
ancient and ancestral views that were forgotten in the Age of Reason. The digital age
posthuman doesn't need to enter the realm of the unknown unguided. A vast colleclion of
stories from the ancient and recent pasts, including the television narratives of this era,
take their places in Campbell's "monomyth," and serve as supernatural aid for the herothe individual who has chosen to distinguish herself as such in the digital age.
The cu ltural relevance of this research lies in the ways the self is created from
various uses of computer mediated communications and the Internet. The Dollho11se
narrative is just one example of the digital age posthuman hero's narrative as portrayed
on television. But as the creation of posthuman identity through computer mediated
communication and other technologies continues to become more and more a part of
daily life for more and more people. the technological themes of this series in particular
become more cogent. Just as Echo pieced together her individual identity through bits
and pieces of personas that were assigned to her, the posthuman identity in the digital age
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is an amalgam of perceptions gleaned fro m digital technologies. A user of Facebook,
Twitter, Linked-In, Instagram, and other computer mediated communication platfonns
pieces together an ident ity through the feedback-loops generated by these uses and the
responses of other users. Just as it happens in Doi/house, individuation in the digital age
must depend on the way in which these pieces are put together.
Future analyses of this series would be beneficial. A critical feminist approach
would address the prominent themes ofobjectification of women in the series. And
certai nl y there are other critica l models that would explore other elements of the narrative
and fonn not addressed in this analysis. Further research on the cultural significance of
computer mediated communication and technology as seen on television could be applied
as a measurement for gauging public acceptance or rejection of new techno logies or new
uses for technological tools. Additionally, it is a worthwhi le academ ic endeavor to
explore the ways in which a cu lture's (or multiple cultures') myths reinvent themse lves
through art and media. This research is significant because ii provides a model through
which humanity can better understand itself and its changing shape in the digital age.
"That's what art's fo r - to show us who we are" (Whedon, et al., 2009, episode 1.4).
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